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You think I’m the one lying... ?
After been sexually harassed by the director, an actress decides to leave the set without saying a word.



The recent years have witnessed numerous movements which have 
broken the long silence and stood against sexual abuse and harass-
ment. These movements aim to battle the unfair traditional shame 
brought by society to the women and men who were victimized. The 
victims are encouraged to unveil the truth and publicize allegations of 
sex and crimes, showing fearlessness and bravery.

In many cases, the victims' stories are doubted which leads to the case 
being forgotten utterly and weakening the movements. Lack of proof in 
many cases does not allow investigations to go further, leading to the 
suppression of the movement. The statistics show that only less that 
one percent of those charged with sexual violations plead not guilty. 
Withal having a prominent and powerful social status as an offender, 
brings the offender support for they can fulfill other’s interests.
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Film Log Line /

The leading actress decides to leave the set informing others 
that her aunt passed away.
As the lie is discovered by the cast and crew, they unite to 
stand against sexual harassment.



Screen Synopsis / Spoiler alert

Negar, the leading actress, decides to leave the filming location telling 
everyone that her aunt passed away. Her roommate is the only one 
aware of the truth. Her best friend, Daniel, and then the rest of the team 
eventually find out the truth about her having been sexually harassed by 
the director.

Negar’s colleagues decide to leave the project unfinished and go with 
her but as time passes, they gradually become skeptical and change 
their minds. The director’s calls and claims are the reason behind their 
doubts and of course, the fear of not being casted. They leave Negar’s 
room one after another to hear what the director has to say in the lobby.

Daniel is the last to leave, which leaves Negar to depart from the set on 
her own.
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About The Film /

The film produced in 2019 by Alireza Jelodar with the budget of 2000$ & The screen written by award winning writer Pouya 
Pirhosseinloo in 2018. The cast is listed below :

Director & Producer

Alireza Jelodar

Writer

Pouya Pirhosseinloo

Director of Photography

Farhad Afsari

Lighting

Javad Aslani

Music Composer

Kave Sajadi

Sound

Saman Shahamat
Ahmad Saberi

Typography Design

Amirathan Noori

English Translator

Hoda Parvas

Still Photographer

Raha Mohamadi

Makeup & Hair 

Hamed Boudaghi

Production Manager

Amir Morsali

Set Production Assistants

Pourya Dadkhah
Afshin Afshar

Script Supervisor

Aylar Taghavi

Logistics

Bahman Khorshidvand

Hossein Talebi Zade
Elanaz Mir Abrishami
Ali Kamali
Bahar Modaresi Rad

Negar Hasan Zade
Danial Ghaffarzade
Atefe Karimi
Ali Dasht Bozorg

DOP Assistant

Milad Pirouzram

Actors

Editor

Saeed Pour Gholi
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